EUROPEAN IDENTITY PROJECT
PRACTICAL CASE IN TERNI
Since April in Terni, work has begun to implement the 'philosophy' of the Erasmus + EducARTE - European Identity Project through the design of a diachronic path that analyzes the
construction of a European identity in the local territory, read in the backlight of some crucial
moments of its historical development.
A territory whose identity has its historical roots in the Roman world, which was then
transmuted into the Christian identity. The 'political' belonging of Terni to the Church for
centuries has shaped its anthropological physiognomy, up to the profound social and cultural
transformations produced by industrialization, which this territory has profoundly distorted
and redefined.

Terni managed to recover from the drama of totalitarianism and war madness, experiencing, in
the 60s and 70s of the last century, a season of prosperity and development that the
international steel crisis dramatically interrupted. Now the urban structure is deeply marked
by a loss of identity connected to the economic, employment and social crisis.
Only the ever stronger anchoring to the European dimension can offer the city a prospect of
redemption, the spread of a new vision for its future, for overcoming a present that has strongly
weakened the younger generations, who appear to be increasingly exposed. to the risk of
degradation, of identity weakness.

Projects like this are capable of offering young people the awareness of how the deep roots of
a territory rich in history, of an archaeological, historical, cultural heritage can receive new
stimuli from European intercultural exchange for redemption, for a prospect of the future.

Democratic coexistence, inclusion, acceptance of the other, safeguarding human rights, respect
for the widest range of diversities, in all areas: social, ethnic, religious, linguistic, cultural ...
constitute fundamental and inalienable values that the pangs of the economic crisis seem
threaten. The school is the bulwark within which growth processes can be safeguarded, as long
as it opens up to educational offers and takes them as an innovation factor.

This project aims at strengthening, within the educational project pursued by the school, of a
series of laboratory experimentation paths of sectorial languages of the arts that are assumed
as a factor of change, of inclusion, of experimentation of good teaching practices in the sectors
of the arts. digital, theatrical and pictorial expression, the practice of Street art as a
reappropriation of the territory by young citizens.
The care and learning of video documentation activities, both in the production phase and in
post-production, provide the tools for the processing, dissemination of content and products
developed. The academic seminars that guide the whole laboratory setting constitute the
cultural framework that gives meaning and reflects on the educational processes in progress.

From May to October we proceeded to identify the contents of the thematic nuclei, capable of
describing the salient moments in the history of Terni, with attention to those that placed it in a
European dimension, in a cultural, religious sense, economic ... This work was carried out together
with the project coordinators in the schools involved in three meetings held in May, September and
October.

The work carried out led to the program relating to Seminars and workshops in the school with the
children until May 2022
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Seminar calendar
Data
Mercoledì 3 Novembre 2021

Orario
15.30 / 18.30

Sede BCT
Sala Videoconferenze

Evento

Venerdi 12 Novembre 2021

16,00 / 18,30

Sala Videoconferenze

Incontro con relatori dei Seminari tematici

Lunedi 29 Novembre 2021

15.30 / 18.30

Caffè Letterario

Presentazione Progetto alla Città
1° seminario tematico

Giovedì 16 Dicembre 2021

15.30 / 18.30

Sala Videoconferenze

Martedì 18 Gennaio 2022

15.30 / 18.30

Sala Videoconferenze

Martedì 15 Febbraio 2022

9.30 /13.00

Sala Videoconferenze

Martedì 15 Febbraio 2022

15.30 / 18.30

Caffè Letterario

Mercoledì 16 Febbraio 2022

9.30 /13.00

Sala Videoconferenze

Mercoledì 16 Marzo 2022

15.30 / 18.30

Sala Videoconferenze

Giovedì 21
Aprile 2022

15.30 / 18.30

Sala Videoconferenze

Giovedì 12
Maggio 2022

15.30 / 18.30

Caffè Letterario

Seminario di formazione

2° seminario tematico
3° seminario tematico
MEETING INTERNAZIONALE
MEETING
INTERNAZIONALE
MEETING INTERNAZIONALE
4° Seminario Tematico
5° seminario Tematico
Resoconto progettuale

EDUC-ARTE EN IDENTIDAD EUROPEA
MADRID COMUNIDAD DE MADRID INTERCAMBIO DE BUENAS PRÁCTICAS
Planning Schedule Laboratory activities
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Lunedì
13 Dic.
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2 Feb.
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Segment 1 (already carried out on November 3, 2021)

a) Seminar synthesizing the seminar contents (focusing on single thematic segments) with the
articulation of the laboratory activities, aimed at putting into place workshops consistent with the
thematic contents
b) Work unit for training the trainers involved in the entirety of project activities
c) Definition of training/educational objectives and project outcomes

Segment 2 (will be held on November 29, 2021)

a) Interamna Nahars: anthropization of the valley between rivers; the Roman town at the crossroads
of the north-south axis towards Rome and east-west between the Adriatic and Tyrrhenian seas
b) Valentino, bishop of Terni; relations with Rome during the phase of the rise of Christianity

Segment 3
a) Terni, the crossroad of real and ideal 'paths', in the expansion phase of the new Christian spirituality
personified by Francesco di Assisi
b) The beautiful but tragic mystical adventure of the young boys born in the small ancient villages
surrounding Terni. They were the first witnesses of the Minoriti Ordine and traveled as far as
Morocco to preach the Gospel, even to the point of martyrdom.
c) The young proto-martyrs also won over to Franciscanism a young Portuguese Augustinian priest of
Lisbon, just ordained in Coimbra, who will be venerated as Antonio of Padua. Thanks to the Diocese
of Coimbra (where the friars were buried in 1220) the relics of the five Franciscan Proto-martyrs
have returned to rest on Terni soil
Segment 4
a) Terni, medieval towered town, flourishing in crafts and commerce and the long period of
turbulence linked to internal struggles, until 1540, when the Umbrian territory became part of a

larger state structure, becoming domain of the Papal State (which includes the territories from Rome
to Ferrara);

b)
The Council of Trent (1545/1563) of the Catholic Church, convened to react to the spread of
the Protestant reformation in Europe. The Church was dedicated to check the expansion of Martin
Luther’s doctrine. The outcome was the Catholic reformation, or counter-reform: a powerful and at
the same time dramatic set of measures of spiritual, theological and liturgical nature;
c) The seventeenth century represents a phase of political, economic and social crisis in the area,
driven by the demographic decline of Terni following epidemics, famines and religious divides that
plunged Europe into a series of religious wars. Within this historical context, lies the intense and
fascinating story of Caterina, a young girl born in the historic center of the town, who, having made
the total choice to live the Carmelite cloistered life, embarked upon an incredible European journey
when called to the Imperial Court of Austria. She was sent then to Styria, and eventually north to
magical Prague to the foundation of the Carmels, all during a time when the European Imperial
lands were at war.
Segment 5

a) In Europe, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, we witness the establishment of an
educational model for young European intellectuals, a model based on knowledge of the precious
cultural, artistic, historical and archaeological heritage of the Mediterranean European countries.
Hundreds of intellectuals representing the intelligentsia of northern European countries
enthusiastically begin to walk a path leading to their cultural, historical, artistic, archaeological and
emotional formation, pushing themselves towards the light, the warmth, the beauty southern
Europe, on a journey that of course would thake them to traverse our beloved peninsula, many
arriving as far as Rome, others reaching Naples, with the bravest arrivinng even further south ... to
reach the mythical Greece
b) The Grand Tour, the cultural initiation trip to Italy, included Umbria and in particular the Marmore
waterfall as a special destination for this great historical and cultural phenomenon. The site of the
Marmore and the bridge of Augustus became a myth, places that absolutely had to be visited by
cultured women and men from the Northern European Countries. The 'Enchanted valley' that hosts
Terni and its environmental and artistic sourronding was a heritage site of the Grand Tour and plays
an important role in the history of the construction of a European identity. The travelers of the Grand
Tour, Goethe, Byron, Corot, Turner... who from the 1600s frequented and stayed in Terni to visit the
Marmore Falls, were impressed with the beauty of the Terni valley and the magnificent productions
of its fertile soil.
Segment 6
a) Between the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century, the rural image of
the Terni area was flanked by a new image linked to the industrial development that focuses on the
birth of steel mills and arms factory, a development favored by the presence of production sites
already active in the region, and in particular by the presence of a hydrographic basin particularly
suitable for the exploitation of electricity (powerful hydroelectric plants characterize the territory).
Terni becomes the Italian Manchester.
b) The town undergoes profound transformations, related to the late, but strongly impacting
industrial revolution that totally changes the urban layout of the medieval, renaissance and
seventeenth-century landscape. Working-class neighborhoods arise in the peripheral city . The town
is modeled on the large factory whose presence spreads over the ancient Terni, totally modifying its
social, anthropological and cultural dynamics.
Segment 7
a) Identified as an industrial center for war production, enormously strengthened in the phase
preceding Italy's entry into the Second World War, Terni was exposed to an incredible number of
air raids that have made it one of the most bombed cities in Europe, devastating its urban structure

b)
The Institute for Historical Research on Southern Umbria has strongly wanted the Terni
Jewish exhibition: seven centuries of history and the publication of its catalog, reconstructs a
significant presence, even if often ignored, intended to provide a fundamental contribution to
development of the historical knowledge of our territory
The Jewish presence, even if little known to the general public, is attested in Terni since a fairly
ancient time and has accompanied various phases of its development, up to the contemporary age:
the exhibition of January-February 2012, through the original documents and reconstructions, and
now the publication of this catalog, offer the possibility to a wider public, as well as professional

historians, of access to knowledge of this presence, , illustrating how even if in a karstic way, this
presence has gone through different phases of the economic, social and cultural history of our town,
highlighting the composite character of Terni.
The documentation, coming from different funds - present in the Historical Fund of the Municipal
Library, State Archives, Diocesan Archives, Terni Special Steel Archives and private collections - and
preserved in them, but also dispersed, has been patiently collected and organized, thanks to the
studies by Paolo Pellegrini aimed for many years at the reconstruction of events relating to the
history of groups and the biography of individuals belonging to the Jewish community. The first
exhibition and the catalog today can thus through original documents and historical summaries
illustrate how the Jewish presence, albeit in a sometimes karstic way, has gone through different
phases of the economic, social and cultural history of our city, in a significant and widespread way
over time. . Thus, a further contribution is offered, by historiography, to the deepening of the
composite character of Terni since the Middle Ages, a city - that has grown as a result of various
migratory processes - not only the best known in contemporary age - with some emphasis called the
"Italian Manchester" - which have formed its open and dynamic character.
c)
Since the Middle Ages, the town has grown following various migratory processes that
accompanied its development, with a significant peak coinciding with the period of strong
industrialization, starting from the last twenty years of the nineteenth century, when workers were
called to Terni to support the growth of powerful and strategic industrial and hydroelectric sites.
This migration forged the city’s open and dynamic character up until the arrival of the complex
contemporary migration, which also characterized the anthropological face of the town, initiating a
strong domand to support multiculturalism and interreligious dialogue. The issue of migration that
pervades the contemporary world affected Terni in the phase of industrialization by the immigration
of a workforce from other Italian regions to support strong industrial development. The theme has
then partially manifested itself, as in every part of Italy, in recent decades in conjunction with the
great migratory processes that globalization has accentuated.
d)
Terni therefore experiences the richness (not without tensions linked to the difficulty of
entering a weak productive structure) of the presence of new immigrants, coming from many
countries of Europe and the world, who have created small communities in the town, who live
productive multicultural, multi-ethnic, multi-religious relationships with the traditional
demographic structure. Umbria, through the dialogue carried out by the ‘Spirit of Assisi’, represents,
on a global level, a beacon for the commitment in the direction of coexistence among peoples.
Segment 8
a) In the post-war period, Terni experiences an important reconstruction process that affects its
urban structure and production system. Steel production expands to retail uses of the products . The
nascent chemical industry is also established in Terni with scientific achievements of great
importance, Giulio Natta winning the Nobel Prize for his studies on polypropylene, conducted in the
Montedison chemical laboratories in Terni.
b) Industrial development is accompanied by a significant economic and social growth of the town.
Terni records a progressive demographic increase, the urban structure is expanding enormously.

The town is experiencing a fruitful phase of experimentation of urban, industrial, cultural, artistic
and medical models.
Segment 9
a) The crisis of the international steel industry, that exploded at the end of the 1970s, completely
changes the city's future perspective. A debate, which is still going on, discusses the future of Terni.
The large steel plant is internationalizing, returning to multinational ownership , while the
chemical industry loses the importance that had characterized it.
b) The town now has a large and rich heritage of abandoned industrial sites that wind from the
city center, along the course of the Nera river. These sites offer prospects for new uses in the field
of Industrial Archeology.
c) For Terni, the debate and operations have developed not only in the classical sense of creating
a tourist center and educational attraction, but above all specifically focus on the direction of a
new use of these sites. The former ‘Bosco mechanical workshops’ have been transformed into a
Multi-dimensional video center, the former SIRI into a complex Museum and the ancient chemical
plant of Papigno has become the seat of film studios. In this context, Terni experienced a proud
moment, when the production of the film by R. Benigni 'La vita è bella', shot in film laboratories
created within the brownfield sites, was met with worldwides success and received an Oscar.
Other cinematographic and multimedia productions have joined the list , stimulating the interest
of many young people in Terni to participate in these professional sectors. The debate on the new
identity for Terni is open and revolves around issues that aim to identify perspectives of youth
entrepreneurship in order to counter the heavy and deleterious phenomenon of youth emigration
and the consequent cultural and human impoverishment of the city. The very topical Recovery
fund plan of the Umbria Region seems to be inspired, for Terni, by this philosophy of development,
that could help to redefine the identity of the town, to better reconnect it to the economic, social,
cultural and artistic processes of Europe, of which Terni has been an important segment.

